
Hilton City Center - Sustainability Attributes 
 

The Hilton City Center has developed an incredible climate action story that has brought a contribution to 

carbon footprint reduction, a higher booking rate, and a stronger work culture to the organization.  
 

The Bees: Centered around a very small animal with a very large role to play for our world, the Hilton City 

Center bee’s have brought more than honey to the hotels food & beverage operation. The onsite bee hives bring 

tangible impact to Hilton’s core values and mission, as well as benefits to our planet.  

● The numbers:  

○ 4 hives x 10,000 bees/hive = 40,000 total bees onsite 

○ 9.2 gallons of honey collected per year. With a higher quality honey (thicker, better tasting), they 

offset the purchasing of 13.8 gallons of non-homegrown honey. 5 pounds of beeswax is also 

captured, allowing a local beekeeper to create lip balm.  

○ Site tours: for groups that see the bees over groups who do not, Hilton sees a 26% increase in 

booking rate. WOW! 

● The benefits:  

○ Work culture: Hilton City Center staff have rallied around the bees. 

■ Natural environments in the workplace have traditionally shown happier work 

populations. This has proven true as hotel staff are consistently asking about the bees, 

wanting to visit them, and telling the story to clients and partners. 

■ The Salt Palace Convention Center recently shared a survey from their 300+ staff, asking 

what they most valued from an employer. Staff indicated that working for a company that 

did the right thing for their community and planet was most important above all else 

(including pay and benefits).  

● The climate action: Bees are the catalyst that drives the way our ecosystem works, by pollinating crops 

they drive food production and build an ecosystem that fosters flower growth. Warming temperatures 

and rising CO2 levels have threatened the resilience of the global bee population. As wild bee’s struggle, 

it is more important than ever that humans build beehives, cut their carbon emissions, and help this 

crucial animal thrive.  

○ It is possible that 900 trillion bees exist in the wild.  

○ Only 1-2 trillion bees exist in domestic hives. This is less than .002% of the world’s bees.  

○ Why is this important? One single hive can pollinate up to 500 million flowers in a single year. 

This includes crops, with 1/3rd of the food chain for humans relying on bees. 

○ *Domestic hives don’t necessarily replace the bees we lose in the wild, however having them is 

the only reliable way to create honey, and it also supports human agriculture in a very important 

way. 

The Herbs: The bees have generated almost 50% of the annual herbs that Hilton City Center uses in their F&B 

operation. As a result, the honey they create even has a basil/mint flavor to it.  

● The numbers:  

○ 251 pounds of herbs pollinated and harvested during the growing season. 

○ Almost 50% of annual herb needs.  

● The benefits:  

○ Higher quality, better tasting herbs. 

○ This creates a better banquet service and restaurant experience at Hilton City Center. 

● The climate action: Factory agriculture accounts for 10% of all global greenhouse gas emissions. 

Reducing the shipments and sourcing of food from other countries can reduce carbon emissions greatly. 



In addition, with the majority of food sourcing coming from global supply chain and transport, our food 

system results in 30% of the food we create never getting eaten and ending up as waste. Growing herbs 

right from the Hilton City Center directly brings the waste of herb product down to nearly zero percent.  

The Impact, Hilton City Center (annually):  

● Product generation:  

○ Honey: 9.2 gallons 

○ Herbs: 251 pounds 

● Return on Investment:  

○ Honey:  

■ $1,454 invested (hives & maintenance) 

■ $1,104 honey savings (not purchased) 

■ $7,500 in marketing value (stories generated) 

■ Total ROI: -$1,454 expense + $8,604 marketing value = $7,150 

○ Herbs:  

■ $2,800 invested (planting & maintenance) 

■ $2,800 returned (herb savings) 

■ Total ROI: cost neutral. 

■ *If all properties could get to 100% self-sustaining herb production and harvest (rather 

than Hilton City Center’s near 50%), you would likely see a positive ROI for each 

property. 

○ Marketing value from above includes:  

■ $5,000 - full page article SLC magazine     

■ $2,500 - 2 minute news ABC 4  

○ *Marketing value may not generate stories every year, but placing dollar return on higher 

booking rates may. 

● Climate Action:  

○ Transport emissions avoided: 12.2 metric tons of CO2. 

○ Car miles equivalency: 29,000 car miles avoided.  

○ *This is just an estimate, based on EPA emission averages and estimated miles avoided. The 

miles avoided estimate only considers dedicated shipments of herbs and honey being avoided, 

coming from Mexico, India, Uruguay, Canada and Vietnam and going to Salt Lake, Utah. It does 

not account for the fact that honey and herbs could have been included on a shipment already in 

transit.  

The Hilton-wide Impact (if replicated across 5,000 Hilton Hotels): 

● Product generation:  

○ Honey: 46,000 gallons 

○ Herbs: 1,255,000 pounds 

● Return on Investment:  

○ Honey:  

■ $7,270,000 (hives & maintenance) 

■ $5,520,000 honey savings (not purchased) 

■ $37,500,000 in marketing value (stories generated) 

● *This number is calculated if every Hilton property saw exactly the same 

marketing value as Hilton City Center. This won’t be replicated at every hotel, 



however national and/or global stories could be generated and some properties 

may see a lot of marketing value generation.  

■ Total ROI: $35,750,000 = -$7,270,000 expense + 37,500,000 marketing value  

○ Herbs:  

■ $14,000,000 invested (planting & maintenance) 

■ $14,000,000 returned (herb savings) 

■ Total ROI: cost neutral. 

■ *If all properties could get to 100% self-sustaining herb production and harvest (rather 

than Hilton City Center’s near 50%), you would likely see a positive ROI for each 

property and company wide.  

● Climate Action:  

○ 20,000 hives (4 hives per property) x 10,000 bees/hive = 200 million total bees onsite (of the 2 

trillion total domestic hives that exist in the world) 

○ Transport emissions avoided: 744,200 metric tons of CO2.  

○ Car miles equivalency: 145 million car miles avoided.  

○ Storytelling & Influence: If Hilton’s global brand was able to amplify the message on the 

importance of bees, while showcasing bottomline improvement and marketing ROI, they could 

inspire other hotel brands and large businesses to bring more bees to the world, helping to 

support human agriculture, create more honey, and raise awareness about the importance of bees 

in the ecosystem.  

○ *These are just estimates, based on EPA emission averages and estimated miles avoided (using 

only the miles avoided by Hilton City Center as the estimate). The miles avoided estimate only 

considers dedicated shipments of herbs and honey being avoided, coming from Mexico, India, 

Uruguay, Canada and Vietnam and going to Salt Lake, Utah. Hilton wide brands would have to 

be considered individually, with their sourcing locations varying in mileage to get the most 

accurate count. It does not account for the fact that honey and herbs could have been included on 

a shipment already in transit.  

 

Other Opportunities 

● Hilton City Center is currently examining cost savings and carbon emissions associated with trash and 

recycling, composting, and other zero waste efforts. The carbon savings associated with zero waste can 

has high impact and strong contribution to climate action. Stay tuned for more to come! 
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